In our previous study,the plasma-polymerization rapid-freeze replica(PPRFR)method has been developed for observing biological specimens in a natural state and at high resolution by transmission electron microscopy(TEM) (Yamaguchi et al.,1997) .In this method,more faithful three-dimensional ultrastructure is copied on the inner side of the replica film,and the replica film is amorphous in texture and hard enough to withstand against probe force of the tip.Therefore,it is expected to get even higher resolution of the specimen images if the PPRFR film is scanned on the specimen side by atomic force microscopy(AFM).In the present study,the PPRFR film of T4bacteriophages were observed by AFM,and the images were compared with those obtained by TEM.Conventional metal freeze-replica of spores of a fungus Cladosporium sp.was also examined by AFM,and compared with TEM images. This is the first report that PPRFR was applied to AFM.
Introduction
Recently,we have developed the PPRFR method for TEM to observe ultrastructures of biological specimens at high resolution in a natural state (Yamaguchi et al.,1997) .The PPRFR method has shown to be highly reliable by comparing the replica images with those obtained by negative staining,ice-embedding,and ultrathin sectioning.Since the replica film is amorphous in texture,hard enough to withstand against probe force of the tip,and has more faithful three-dimensional copies on the specimen side of the replica film,it may be possible to obtain even higher resolution images of biological specimens when the replica film is scanned on the reversed side by high resolution AFM.
In the present study,we observed PPRFR of T4bacteriophages by AFM,and compared the images with those obtained by TEM.We also observed conventional metal evaporation freeze-replica of spores of a fungus Cladosporium sp.by AFM,and compared them with the TEM images.
Materials and Methods
The PPRFR of T4bacteriophages were prepared as described by Yamaguchi et al.(1997) . Briefly,phages were mixed with mica flakes,sandwiched between two copper discs,and rapidly frozen in nitrogen slush.They were placed in the Plasma nano-replica apparatus AFM observation was performed in air with JSTM-4200(JOEL)by contact mode or with SPI3700/SPA300(Selo Instruments Inc.,Matsudo,Chiba)by dynamic force mode(AC mode).TEM pictures were taken with JEM-1200EX electron microscope(JEOL).
Results
An AFM image of PPRFR of T4bacteriophages is shown in Fig .la .At high magnification (Fig.1b) ,a head and a tail of T4phage can be observed,and the length of the head measured about110nm.But,the shape of the phage seems to be distorted .Since the morphology of the phage appears natural in a microgragh by TEM (Fig.2) ,the distortion was not caused by replica formation,but caused by imaging with AFM.Size of the head of T4 phage by AFM corresponded well with that of TEM.
AFM images of a metal evaporation freeze-replica of Cladosporium spore is shown in Fig .  3 .Whole morphology of a spore appeared natural (Fig.3a) .But rodlets structure which was apparent by TEM (Fig.4) was not observed (Fig.3b) .
Discussion
AFM is a new technique for observation of surface structures (Firtel and Beveridge1995; Ushiki et al.,1996) .Although resolution of AFM has been inferior to that of TEM in most cases,some picturesare very good and future progress seems to be promising (Shao et al . 1995) .Since most biological specimens are very soft and easy to break by the probe force of the tip,it was difficult to get high resolution images of intact biological specimen by AFM .Th erefore,replica films that are no longer living material and are hard enough to withstand the probe force of the tip could serve as a good specimen for high resolution AFM.Also,rapid freeze replica film copies ultrastructure of cells and tissues in a natural state in three dimensions.Thus,AFM imaging of rapid-freeze replica could provide faithful information of cells and tissues at sub-nanometer level.For example,each membrane protein on a plasma membrane could be distinguished only by their shape and size with this method,though these are currently tried through immunoelectron microscopy(Fijimoto,1997).
Umeda et al. (1995) showed that plasma-polymerized hydrocarbon film is quite useful for AFM,since the film is strong enough to withstand several scans by the tip .An attempt to use freeze-replica to visualize protein molecules was reported by Velez et al .(1995) .However, since they used metal replica,the grain size of the metal(2-3nm)limited the resolution .In contrast to the metal replica,plasma-polymerization hydrocarbon replica film is amorphous in texture and has a smoother surface.Hence,the PPRFR should provide finer images than metal freeze-replica image,though this must be confirmed by high resolution AFM .
One of the reasons why AFM images of T4phages were distorted may be that the tip is too big to get information inside the molds of phages since the replica was reversed in this observation.Therefore,development of a finer tip would be necessary to improve AFM images.Also,replica that are relatively flat and does not have deep hollow may be necessary to get precise information of the specimen at high resolution. A TEM image of a T4bacteriophage by the PPRFR method.The natural morphology of the phage was well preserved.H,head;T,tail. x150,000.Scale=100nm.
